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 2 INTERLOCKING SYSTEMS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Under the Trump Administration, arrests of immigrants by Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement (ICE) have increased in Pennsylvania.1 Fear of arrest, detention, and 

deportation permeates the everyday lives of immigrants and their families, affecting their 

physical and psychological well-being.2 The lack of transparency or consistency in ICE 

practices creates pervasive uncertainty, stress, and anxiety for communities.3  

Community based organizations across the state have firsthand experience with the 

impact of ICE enforcement on their communities. They know anecdotally how localities 

cooperate with ICE in arresting and detaining immigrants. Given the difficulties in 

challenging ICE directly at the federal level, community based organizations are 

increasingly looking to advocate for change at the local level.4 These organizations, 

however, have expressed a need to more comprehensively understand how localities are 

cooperating with ICE.  

This report, therefore, seeks to shed light by more systematically examining cooperation 

between ICE and local entities in the era of the Trump administration.5 We collected 

information by filing Right to Know (RTK) requests, speaking with local officials, and 

reviewing the results of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests conducted by other 

advocacy organizations (see Methodology in the Appendix). By providing an in-depth 

study of the mechanisms of ICE collaboration with select county jails, county probation, 

and local law enforcement, we reveal the various ways in which ICE’s enforcement 

system interlocks with local criminal justice systems in Pennsylvania.  

We found that counties are consistently collaborating with ICE (Figure 1).6 County jails 

and probation departments, for example, regularly share information about immigrants 

with ICE pursuant to informal agreements or formal written policies. They also actively 

help ICE to locate and arrest immigrants. Further, counties allow ICE to use their jails and 

prisons solely for purposes of detaining persons accused of violating civil immigration 

laws. In Pennsylvania, there are currently seven county jails and one county-run family 

detention center that have signed federal contracts to detain immigrants for ICE. Despite 

the significant human cost, counties are profiting from the growing numbers of immigrants 

in civil detention. 

On the other hand, police collaboration appears to be less systematic and mostly ad hoc. 

The majority of the police departments we examined in Pennsylvania do not have written 

policies or arrangements governing ICE collaboration. The vacuum has created an 

opening for individual police officers to act based on their own personal inclinations, and 

for ICE to solicit greater levels of assistance from individual police and police 

departments.  
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Yet localities have the legal right to make deliberate choices about the role, if any, they 

play in ICE’s enforcement scheme. Localities nationwide are enacting policies that, for 

example, restrict the information shared with ICE, limit ICE’s access to local jails, prohibit 

inquiries into immigration status or place of birth, or more generally prohibit the use of 

local resources to engage in federal immigration enforcement. Most recently, localities 

have also started to cancel their lucrative federal contracts to detain immigrants in local 

jails or prisons.7 Such cancellations suggest a discomfort with Trump administration 

policies and “an attempt to disengage from federal policies seen as harmful to immigrant 

families.”8 In Pennsylvania, local communities too are organizing and advocating for more 

immigrant-friendly policies at the local level. We hope that the information provided in this 

report will assist local communities and organizations in shaping their positions on these 

issues.   

 

  

 

Figure 1. Current Known County Cooperation with ICE. 
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Adams  x x x   
Allegheny   x    
Beaver x  x x x  
Berks x  x x   
Bucks   x x x  
Cambria x  x x  x 

Chester  x x x x x 

Clinton x x x x   
Dauphin  x x x   
Delaware x  x  x  
Erie x x x x  x 

Franklin  x x x  x 

Lancaster  x x x   
Lehigh  x x x x  
Montgomery   x x x  
Northampton  x x x   
Northumberland  x x x   
Pike x  x    
York x  x x  x 
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BACKGROUND 
 
While ICE may conduct enforcement activities alone, it also collaborates with localities. 

Such collaboration can take at least three different forms (Figure 2). First, local law 

enforcement agencies can sign a formal contract. A 287(g) memorandum of agreement 

(MOA), for example, authorizes local officials to carry out ICE enforcement duties, such 

as inquiring into individuals’ immigration status and detaining those suspected of civil 

immigration violations.9 Local jails may also enter into a federal contract to lease bed 

space to detain immigrants for ICE. Second, localities may have written policies outlining 

their cooperation with ICE after taking an immigrant into custody in their jail. Such policies 

may outline how they honor an ICE detainer or alternatively require notification and 

collaboration with ICE prior to the release of an immigrant. Third, there are numerous 

ways that local jails and police informally support ICE enforcement efforts. 

We focused on a sample of counties 

and local police departments 

(Figure 3).10 For counties, we 

selected counties that have current 

contracts to detain immigrants for 

ICE. Further, we largely 

concentrated on counties that had 

the largest population of immigrants 

after Philadelphia.11 For local police, 

we selected a sampling of such 

departments based on information provided by community based organizations.  

We organize this report into three sections. Part I examines how counties both formally 

and informally share information and collaborate with ICE to target immigrants. In Part II, 

we focus on how counties profit from detaining immigrants for ICE through federal 

contracts. Finally, Part III explains the various ad hoc ways in which local police 

departments are informally collaborating with ICE. 

Figure 2. Methods of ICE Collaboration. 
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Figure 3. Sample Counties & Police Departments. 
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PENNSYLVANIA COUNTIES SYSTEMATICALLY 

COLLABORATE WITH ICE 
 
Pennsylvania counties share information and cooperate with ICE both formally and 

informally. We found that county jails engage in systematic information sharing and 

cooperation pursuant to both written policy and informal practice.12 County probation 

department personnel also helped ICE to arrest immigrants by either providing personal 

information, such as their home address or place of employment, or taking active steps 

to ensure the appearance of immigrants at their office. This collaboration with ICE 

happened even where the county had a “sanctuary” policy against honoring ICE 

detainers. 

 

County Jails Informally and Formally Collaborate with ICE 

In general, Pennsylvania county jails systematically share information with ICE on a 

weekly, if not daily basis (Figure 4).13 For most counties, the sharing of information with 

ICE is pursuant to an 

informal practice. A few 

counties such as Chester 

and Franklin, however, 

specify this regular sharing 

of information as part of their 

written policies.14 When 

counties share information 

about individuals, they may 

provide a roster of who is 

being held or more 

specifically provide ICE with 

access to booking or release information.  

As part of their procedures for booking individuals, county jails regularly ask for place of 

birth, citizenship status, or a social security number.15 Of the 14 counties that provided us 

with information about their inmate booking procedures, 13 of those counties asked one 

or more of the above questions.16 Three counties, Dauphin, Lancaster, and Lehigh, 

specifically revealed that they share this booking information with ICE.17 Dauphin County, 

for example, states that “Any/all information gathered at the intake process is shared with 

ICE. ICE is able to obtain any/all information entered at the time of processing.”18 ICE 

appears to use place of birth information to target immigrants for enforcement.19 

Figure 4. County Jails Sharing Information with ICE. 
 

County Jail        Information 
Adams         Daily reports 
Chester        Access to daily population reports 
Clinton         Weekly inmate report 
Dauphin        All booking information 
Erie         Daily housing, booking, release reports 
Franklin        Jail roster every weekday  
Lancaster        Daily admission and release forms 
Lehigh         Daily lists 
Northampton          Commitment summary 
Northumberland     Weekly inmate report 
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Further, county jails also provide ICE with 

information in response to ICE’s formal and 

informal requests about a specific targeted 

immigrant. ICE may try to notify localities that it is 

looking for someone by contacting a local official 

by email or phone, or providing notification through 

a Form I-247A (Figure 5).20 Many county jails 

outline this cooperation in their written policies. 

Bucks, Chester, Dauphin, Franklin, Lehigh, and 

Montgomery Counties, for example, all have written policies that they will provide notice 

to ICE “before the subject’s pending release.”21 These policies specify whom to contact, 

whether it is the ICE official who issued the detainer, PHI.DETAINER 

PICKUP@ice.dhs.gov, or specific officers with whom the county has contact.22 They may 

also note a specific time frame for notification and pick up. For example, it may be 4 hours 

from “satisfying his/her bail requirement” or “48 hours in advance on any and all cases 

where ICE has issued a detainer.”23 Alternatively, county officials may informally 

coordinate pick up with ICE when individuals are being released from the jail.24  

Sometimes collaboration between county jails and ICE is more ad hoc. In Franklin 

County, for example, officials coordinate with ICE by securing parole orders for 

immigrants so they can be released from county jail. In one email, an official from Franklin 

County Jail tells an ICE official: “A vital piece of information that [I] forget to tell you, is 

that he will need a parole order, but if you know when you are coming [I] can let pre-

release know, so they make sure the parole order states the correct effective date.”25 In 

Dauphin County, officials at the jail will contact ICE when they “receive a hit from 

fingerprinting” to see if ICE wants to issue a detainer.26 While only one county, Berks, 

provided us with records reflecting regular visits from ICE to their jails, ICE’s own records 

note that they have access to almost all county jails in Pennsylvania.27  

Notably many of these counties that 

systematically collaborate with ICE also 

have a written policy that prohibits the 

county jails from honoring an ICE detainer 

to hold an immigrant for 48 hours.28 In other 

words, such “sanctuary” type policies 

seemingly have no correlation with whether 

a county jail is actively collaborating with 

ICE. In 2015, a Sheller Center Study found 

that there was an emerging trend that 

counties in Pennsylvania were no longer 

honoring ICE detainers, after the Third Circuit decision in Galarza v. Szalczyk.29 The Third 

Circuit held that ICE detainers were not mandatory and that localities could be found liable 

Figure 6. Sample Counties that Do 
Not Honor ICE Detainers but Hold 
for ICE. 
 

Counties  Hold for ICE 
Bucks  4 hours 
Chester  4 hours 
Dauphin  2 hours 
Franklin  2-4 hours 
Lehigh  Approx. 4 hours 
Montgomery  4 hours 

Figure 5. ICE’s Formal 
Request to Local Agencies. 
 
New Form I-247A. Requests 
the local agency to notify ICE 
prior to the release of an 
immigrant or detain an 
immigrant for 48 hours so that 
ICE may pick them up. 
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for wrongfully detaining an individual pursuant a detainer.30 The policies of non-

cooperation that proliferated post-Galarza, however, are being implemented extremely 

narrowly. The Immigrant Legal Resource Center (ILRC) has mapped ICE’s own records 

about county level cooperation with respect to individuals targeted by ICE.31 In 

Pennsylvania, for example, ICE’s records show that almost all counties accept ICE’s 

formal request for notification of release.32 Further, ICE notes that counties with a written 

policy to not honor ICE detainers to hold immigrants for 48 hours often still hold 

immigrants upon request (Figure 6).33   

Lehigh County, where the Galarza case took place, is a good example of how counties 

can have a policy to not hold immigrants pursuant to an ICE detainer but collaborate in 

all other respects with ICE. As a result of Galarza, Lehigh County prohibited officials from 

detaining an individual with an ICE detainer in the absence of a judicial warrant.34 Lehigh 

County, however, does everything else it can to collaborate with ICE. In a letter from ICE 

dated after the policy went into effect, ICE confirmed that it “look[ed] forward to the 

implementation of collaborative efforts.” The Lehigh County Jail would not only fax over 

daily lists but also accept ICE’s formal request for notification of release (former Form I-

247N). ICE wrote that the county would “make every effort to notify ICE prior to release” 

including “contact[ing] ICE as soon as they know an individual is to be released.”35  

Rather, it appears that in many counties, the effect of Galarza was simply to cause the 

county to avoid legal liability by creating a limited prohibition against the use of ICE 

detainers. In all other respects, however, most of these counties continue to cooperate 

fully with ICE.36 In fact, ICE’s own notes reveal that many counties that will not hold for 

the full 48 hours on an ICE detainer are willing to hold for 2-4 hours, until 10 pm, or the 

“end of the day.”37 

Further, ICE has contacted county jails as part of the Trump administration’s program to 

expand the 287(g) cooperation, which allows local officials to conduct federal immigration 

enforcement pursuant to a MOA. A recent FOIA by the American Civil Liberties Union of 

Pennsylvania revealed that ICE reached out to county jails to see if they were interested 

in becoming “287(g) partners.”38 ICE lists having received nine positive responses 

(Armstrong, Butler, Cambria, Chester, Erie, Franklin, Perry, Westmoreland, and York), 

three non-responses (Adams, Bucks, and Montgomery Counties), and one negative 

response (Dauphin County).39 In our information requests, we did not find that any of the 

county jails, which ICE lists as being interested in a 287(g) agreement, have taken further 

steps to proceed with such agreements. 

 

County Probation Departments Informally Collaborate with ICE 

ICE is actively collaborating with county probation departments in Pennsylvania.40 A FOIA 

response from ILRC covering correspondence from 2016 to 2018 between ICE and 

various counties in Pennsylvania uncovered the ways in which ICE is systematically 
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targeting probation departments for 

enforcement purposes. Such county probation 

departments included Beaver, Bucks, Chester, 

Delaware, Lehigh, and Montgomery Counties.  

ICE contacts probation about specific 

immigrants whom ICE seeks to arrest. County 

probation departments will readily cooperate 

by providing information about the immigrant, 

such as phone numbers, home addresses, 

places of employment, or information about 

family members.41  They also help to 

coordinate the arrest by telling ICE when the 

immigrant will be coming in to report for their 

regular probation meetings.42  

The probation department’s cooperation does 

not end there (Figure 7).43 Instead, they may 

actually help entice immigrants to come in 

person for appointments or provide material 

support to ICE, such as access to the holding 

cell at the courthouse.44 One probation officer 

told ICE that they could help because the 

immigrant “was just sentenced a week ago, so 

chances are good I can get him in here without 

suspicion. I can tell him he has to sign 

supervision papers, etc.”45 Another probation 

officer told an ICE officer “I can attempt to get 

him [the immigrant] to report in person if he 

needs to be taken into custody.”46  

A review of the correspondence reveals, 

however, that many of the immigrants targeted 

by these methods were involved in 

misdemeanor crimes, such as simple assaults 

and DUIs, and participating in Accelerated 

Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD). In other 

words, these are immigrants who are attempting to comply with the conditions of their 

probation. Further, since the court usually houses probation departments, immigrants are 

being arrested while at the local courthouse trying to comply with orders in their case. 

Courthouse arrests are problematic because they instill fear in immigrant communities 

Figure 7. E-mail Excerpt 
between Delaware County 
Probation and ICE.  
 

Probation (5/14/18, 10:42 am): 
5/21/18 at 9am. I spoke with her to 
confirm and also sent a letter. 
 
ICE (5/14/18, 11:03 am): Okay 
thanks *******. Any children that 
you’re aware of? 
 
Probation (5/14/18, 11:29 am): She 
has only one kid and she lives with 
him/her. 
 
ICE (5/14/18, 11:36 am): Ok, 
hopefully the kid will be in school on 
her appointment day. 
 
ICE (5/18/18, 3:50 pm): Due to 
some operational issues on Monday 
(5/21), we are going to need to set 
another date to take ******** into 
custody. I apologize for the late 
notice but is there any way we can 
work out something for her next 
report date, possibly in about a 
month? 
 
Probation (5/18/18, 3:54 pm): 
******* is going to be hard to keep 
making excuses for her to come in 
as we have transferred her case to 
Philly. Sooner or later she is gonna 
figure this out. 
 
ICE (5/18/18, 3:57 pm): Ok, I 
understand. In that case, ******** 
and I will still be there on Monday 
morning. 
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about coming to court.47 The result, therefore, is to undermine the right of all individuals 

to be able to access the courts.48   
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ICE DETENTION IN PENNSYLVANIA COUNTY JAILS 
 

Pennsylvania county jails play a crucial role in the ICE detention infrastructure.49 When 

ICE encounters and arrests an immigrant for a violation of civil immigration laws, ICE 

often places the immigrant in detention.50 Immigrants who are detained in Pennsylvania 

jails are technically in civil detention, which means that they have neither been charged 

with a crime nor are serving time for a criminal conviction. Many immigrants are unable 

to secure release because they either cannot afford payment of the bond or are 

categorically excluded from getting bond.51   

Our findings reveal that counties are profiting from detaining immigrants. ICE detention 

constitutes a significant income source for county jails. Further, we found that ICE’s usage 

of Pennsylvania county jails to detain immigrants has steadily grown over the past few 

years. These profits from ICE detention, however, come at the cost of troubling civil and 

human rights violations.  

 

Eight Pennsylvania Counties Are Actively Detaining Immigrants for ICE  

With no federal detention facility in Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania jails are the primary 

facilities that detain immigrants for ICE (Figure 8).52 These county jails have federal 

contracts with either ICE or the US Marshals Service, renting out beds to detain 

immigrants for ICE on a per diem basis.53 In Pennsylvania, we focused on seven county 

jails that hold federal contracts and are actively detaining immigrants for ICE: York, Pike, 

Clinton, Cambria, Erie, Beaver, and Delaware. With the exception of the privately-run 

Delaware County’s George W. Hill Correctional Facility, these jails are county-run 

institutions. Berks is the eighth county that detains immigrants for ICE, but does so 

through a county-run family detention facility in Leesport.54 

Figure 8. 

Pennsylvania 

ICE Detention 

Facilities with 

Average Daily 

Population 

(ADP). 
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Nearly all of these facilities are located in rural parts of Pennsylvania, hours away from 

major cities such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Harrisburg. They are far from legal and 

social services. Further, once an immigrant enters ICE detention, they can be difficult to 

locate. Some immigrants may be transferred among two or even three jails during their 

detention. Such shuffling of individuals is arbitrary and confusing for immigrants, their 

families, and legal advocates.55 An American Immigration Council report found that of ICE 

detainees in fiscal year 2015, 86 percent experienced at least one intercity transfer, 37 

percent experienced at least one interstate transfer, and 29 percent experienced at least 

one transfer across federal judicial circuits.56 Given ICE’s frequent transfer of immigrants, 

it is difficult to trace, other than anecdotally, where immigrants in Pennsylvania are being 

sent for detention.  

As a regional hub for ICE detention, York County Prison (“York”) has 800 beds 

specifically set aside for ICE.57 York is one of the largest ICE detention centers in the 

country.58 In March 2018, for example, York housed 767 ICE detainees.59 York detains 

immigrants, on average, for approximately seven weeks,60 although some may be held 

for many more months or years.61 The Immigration Court is adjacent to the ICE detention 

wing at the back of the prison. This Court only hears cases of immigrants in ICE detention, 

either at York or other Pennsylvania county jails by videoconference.62  

While York is the main destination for most ICE detainees in Pennsylvania, Pike County 

Correctional Facility (“Pike”) is the second largest ICE detention facility in 

Pennsylvania, with 220 of its 375 beds set aside for immigrants detained by ICE.63 Pike’s 

average daily population is 177 ICE detainees.64 On average, Pike holds immigrants for 

approximately 100 days.65  

Clinton County Correctional Facility (“Clinton”) serves as an important overflow site. 

Immigrants detained at Clinton are generally housed for considerably shorter periods, 

ranging from one to three weeks.66 As of 2018, the average length of stay at Clinton was 

12 days.67 Although no ICE officials are based in Clinton County, ICE visits the facility on 

a weekly basis.68 Clinton County Commissioner Paul Conklin has said: “the facility’s 

location right off of route 80 makes it easy for ICE officials to house and transfer people 

with detainers traveling through Pennsylvania.”69 Approximately one-third of Clinton’s 

beds (100 of the 320 total beds) are reserved for ICE detainees.70 The average daily 

population at Clinton is 55.71  

While Cambria County Prison (“Cambria”) has not served as a major ICE detention 

facility in the past, it has increasingly become another important overflow site since 2016. 

Cambria’s average daily ICE detainee population rose from 4 in fiscal year 2016, to 35-

40 in August 2018.72 In September 2018, Cambria’s ICE detainee population rose to a 

high of approximately 73 because it was absorbing the overflow from Clinton.73 While the 

average length of stay is 9 days, it may soon increase.74 
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The remaining county jails detain a smaller number of immigrants for ICE, often destined 

for longer-term ICE facilities. These facilities are located near opposite corners of the 

state. Delaware County’s George W. Hill Correctional Facility (“Delaware”) is located 

in Southeastern Pennsylvania, about an hour from Philadelphia and a half hour from New 

Jersey and Delaware. Erie County Prison (“Erie”) is located in the northwest corner of 

the state, near Canada and upstate New York. Beaver County Jail (“Beaver”) is located 

in Southwestern Pennsylvania, 40 minutes away from Pittsburgh to the east and Ohio to 

the west. Delaware, Erie, and Beaver hold small numbers of immigrants for ICE. 

Delaware’s average daily population, for example, is 2, and immigrants stay in the facility 

for an average of 1-3 days.75 Erie holds an average of 3 immigrants per day, for an 

average stay of 1-7 days.76 Beaver more recently began holding immigrants for ICE, with 

an average daily population of 9, for an average stay of 1-7 days.77 

The Berks County Residential Center (“Berks”) is one of three family detention 

facilities in the country that detains parents and children. Berks has 96 beds available.78 

In 2017, Berks detained a total of 876 immigrants.79 As of October 2018, Berks had 

detained 902 immigrants in that calendar year.80 In fiscal year 2017, the average length 

of stay was 58 days, although some families in the previous year had been held for more 

than one year.81 

 

Counties Profit from Detaining Immigrants 

The detention of immigrants for ICE is big business nationwide.82 Pennsylvania counties 

are no exception: they receive millions of dollars by detaining immigrants for ICE (Figure 

9).83 Through federal contracts, counties are paid on a per diem basis for each ICE 

detainee. For example, Pike 

received over $5.2 million 

from ICE in 2017.84 For the 

following 10 months 

(January to October 2018), 

ICE detention generated 

Pike nearly $3.5 million in 

revenue.85 In 2017, Clinton 

received $1.4 million from 

ICE. For the following 9 

months (January to 

September 2018), Clinton 

received over $1 million in 

payments from ICE.86 Berks 

does not appear to receive a 

per diem rate, but rather a fixed monthly rate for detaining families regardless of how 

Figure 9. Estimated Revenue for County Jails (2018).  

County Jail Per Diem/Bed  
Avg. Daily 
Population 

 

 Revenue 

York $98.69 706 $25,431,426 

Pike $83.41 177 $5,388,703 

Clinton $75.00 55 $1,505,625 

Cambria $70.00 38 $970,900 

Delaware $80.87 2 $59,035 

Erie $75.00 3 $82,125 

Beaver $44.00 9 $144,540 
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many beds are being used.87 In their contracts with ICE, this amount appears to be 

$530,000 per month, although Berks itself reported a much smaller amount of annual 

revenue from ICE of $1.3 million in 2018.88 

For at least a decade, ICE detainees at York, Pike, and Clinton have constituted one of 

the largest, if not the largest, sources of jail revenue. Four million dollars (95.9%) of the 

$4.1 million that Clinton generates in revenue, for example, comes from the jail’s contracts 

for housing non-county detainees, including immigrants detained for ICE.89 In 2017, Pike 

received over $5.2 million from ICE, accounting for 90% of the prison’s total revenue for 

the year.90 From January to October 2018, ICE detention generated Pike nearly $3.5 

million in revenue, comprising 91% of the prison’s total revenue during that time period.91 

Warden Craig Lowe of Pike County recently reported that he “[recouped] roughly half of 

his $8 million annual budget” by housing ICE detainees.92 

In general, county jail budgets 

constitute a major portion of 

general fund expenditures, 

ranging from roughly 10-25% of 

the entire county budget (Figure 

10).93 These jails can often 

operate at a deficit, meaning 

that their revenue does not 

completely cover their 

expenses.94 County jails can 

use their federal contracts for 

detaining immigrants to offset 

operating costs and maximize 

revenue. 

Besides detaining immigrants for ICE, county jails make money from other related 

contracts. County jails, for example, earn profits from exclusive contracts with telephone 

companies that provide services inside the jail. Several sample telephone contracts 

revealed that county jails earned from a range of 38.5% to 69% of the gross revenue from 

such contracts.95 Pike has a telephone contract with DSI-ITI, Inc. for which it receives a 

flat profit of $3,333.33 per month (a total of $40,000 per year).96 The rates in Pike range 

from $.21 per minute for local calls to $1 per minute for an international call, exclusive of 

other transaction fees.97 These exorbitant charges are particularly hard on immigrants in 

detention in remote areas, who unlike prisoners in the criminal context, do not have a 

right to court-appointed counsel.98 Immigrants who represent themselves, therefore, may 

not be able to afford the phone calls necessary to gather evidence for their case.99  

Further, counties also make money by transporting immigrants for ICE. In Cambria, for 

example, prison staff transports immigrants for additional income for a contractual rate of 

 

Figure 10. County Jail Budgets. 

County 
2018 General 
Fund Expenses 
(in millions) 

2018 Prison 
Expenses   
(in millions) 

Prison 
Expense    
(% of Total) 

York $247.7 $60.6  24.5% 

Pike $40.0  $5.5  13.8% 

Clinton $23.1  $6.6  28.6% 

Cambria $56.5  $11.2 19.8% 

Erie $105.2  $18.7 17.7% 

Beaver $75.1  $9.6 12.8% 
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$34 per hour.100 On September 13, 2018, the local newspaper reported that “ICE plans 

to provide a vehicle to the Cambria County Prison soon to assist with the increased 

transports that have created a shortage of Cambria’s vehicles.”101 

 

ICE Detention Is Growing in Pennsylvania 

The rise in immigrant detention has fueled demand for additional ICE detention bed 

space.102 As a result, the detention of immigrants for ICE in Pennsylvania county jails has 

generally grown over the past four years both in terms of the number of beds used and 

the length of time immigrants remain in detention.  

York’s average daily ICE detainee population rose from 640 in fiscal year 2015 to 738 in 

2018.103 Cambria County Prison’s immigrant population has similarly increased over the 

past few years. In 2016, the prison housed a total of 591 ICE detainees.104 In 2017, the 

yearly total for ICE detainee admissions rose to 955, an increase of 62%.105 Clinton has 

gone from holding an average daily population of 13 in 2014 to an average daily 

population of 55 in 2018.106   

At smaller facilities, ICE has been seeking new and amended contracts to increase bed 

capacity. Most recently, ICE entered into what appears to be a new contract with 

Beaver.107 In Delaware County, ICE amended its contract (August 1, 2018 to July 31, 

2019), tripling the number of “ordered” beds from 105 to 357, making the obligated 

minimum payment by ICE payment to the county prison more than triple as well, from 

$8,491.35 to $28,870.59.108 For the same time period, ICE entered into a new contract 

with Erie, with 46 “ordered” beds for ICE detainees, making the obligated minimum 

payment of $3,450.109  

Counties are also making more money from detaining immigrants for longer periods of 

time. Pike, for example, has been holding ICE detainees for increasingly long periods 

over the past few years.110 As of February 13, 2018, the average ICE detainee stay at 

Pike was over 100 days, nearly double the average stay of 52 days from five years ago 

in September 2013.111 Correspondingly counties are making larger profits. From 2015 to 

2017, Pike’s annual revenue from ICE went from $3.5 million in 2015 to $5.2 million in 

2017.112 Clinton’s revenue from ICE has dramatically increased over the years, more than 

quadrupling from $285,667.30 in 2016 to over $1.48 million in 2017.113 From January to 

September 2018, Clinton received over $1 million in payments from ICE.114 Delaware 

County, a short term facility, has seen its overall revenue increase from 2016 to 2018 

(e.g., $2,103 per month in August 2016, compared to $8,977 per month in August 2018). 
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Cambria is a prime example of a county prison 

that has strategically taken advantage of the 

growth in ICE detention under the Trump 

administration. In 2016, Cambria County 

renegotiated the county’s federal contract, 

leading to a 5-year agreement guaranteeing 

payment of $70 per day per ICE detainee.115 The 

contract reserves 60 of the prison’s 450 beds for 

federal detainees.116 Following Trump’s election 

in November 2016, Warden Smith reached out to 

ICE to offer more of the prison’s bed space to the 

agency to boost revenue (Figure 11).117 

Increasing the number of ICE detainees provided an opportunity for bringing in revenue 

to help with the county prison budget. While Cambria had an average daily population of 

4 ICE detainees in fiscal year 2016, a local newspaper on September 13, 2018, reported 

that the prison was expecting to house approximately 73 ICE detainees by the 

weekend.118 In May 2018, Cambria installed video-conferencing technology, so that 

immigrants can appear remotely for their immigration court hearings held at York.119 Such 

technology also allows Cambria to increase its revenue by keeping immigrants on a 

longer term basis.120  

 

ICE Detention Centers Routinely Violate Civil and Human Rights 

Pennsylvania counties that detain immigrants for ICE routinely violate the civil and human 

rights of immigrants. These immigrants are in civil detention for an extended period of 

time because they are challenging their removal and applying for relief to remain in the 

US. While in detention, immigrants in Pennsylvania have faced civil rights issues, 

including accessing adequate medical care. 

Across the nation, substandard medical care is endemic in ICE detention facilities.121 

Detainees have even died from treatable diseases such as diabetes, pneumonia, and 

staph infections.122 County jails that operate as ICE detention facilities in Pennsylvania 

similarly suffer from subpar healthcare. The 2012 ICE’s Office of Detention Oversight 

(ODO) inspection at York, for example, found that medical grievances were not 

addressed within the required five days, and physical exams of ICE detainees were not 

performed within the required fourteen days after admission.123 In 2014, the ODO 

inspection of York found that the facility had involuntarily administered psychotropic 

medication to an immigrant, and psychotropic medications were given without obtaining 

proper consent.124  

Similarly, a 2016 Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) inspection of Pike found 

a lack of 24-hour one-on-one monitoring of suicidal detainees.125 The 2016 ODO 

Figure 11. Statement by Warden 
Smith, Cambria County Prison. 
 
“With the new presidential 
administration in place, we 
expected an increase in ICE 
arrests, immigration arrests. We 
reached out to our immigration 
officials and told them that we 
would be willing to take on more 
detainees if they were able to 
provide them.” 
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inspection of Pike found that the facility failed to consistently obtain informed consent 

when administering psychotropic medications.126 The report also found that staff failed to 

document all medications administered, did not consistently screen new arrivals for 

tuberculosis within the required twelve hours, and did not review intake screening forms 

when prioritizing detainee medical treatment.127 ICE detainees at Pike also alleged 

medical neglect, including issues related to dental care, hand fractures, and follow-up 

after surgery.128 Another detainee alleged that he had suffered two heart attacks and 

expressed fear of dying at Pike due to poor medical care.129  

Two ICE detainees committed suicide in ICE custody in Pennsylvania in 2011 and 2013. 

Investigations into both suicides revealed systemic failures in healthcare and safety at 

both institutions. In February 2011, 47-year-old Qi Gen Guo committed suicide at 

Clinton.130 “An after action review…by [Clinton] found that assigned security staff had not 

made the required inspection rounds.”131 In addition, “[Guo] had not eaten for several 

days” and refused his last two meals.132 Although security staff were ordered to retain an 

interpreter to find out why Guo was not eating, they did not comply with the directive.133 

Throughout Guo’s detention at Clinton, staff sought out other Chinese detainees to 

interpret between Guo and the staff, including for medical appointments, despite the fact 

that these detainees spoke the wrong Chinese language (Mandarin vs. Fujianese).134 

Eight months after Guo’s death, the facility still received an overall “acceptable” rating in 

2011.135  

In 2013, 34-year-old Tiombe Kimana Carlos committed suicide at York after two and a 

half years in ICE custody.136 Independent experts who examined ICE’s own investigation 

records found that Carlos’ suicide was preceded by “woefully inadequate” mental health 

care.137 A licensed professional counselor, for example, noted Carlos’ mental health 

history in an evaluation shortly after her admission to York, but staff never created a 

mental health treatment plan.138 Carlos’ detention record contained eight disciplinary 

actions and multiple placements in disciplinary segregation, some of which lasted for 

months.139 One staff member described one of Carlos’ previous suicide attempts as “done 

for attention.”140 Staff used force against Carlos at least four times: three incidents 

involved the use of pepper spray and one involved the use of a taser.141 According to 

Carlos’ attorney, there was no end in sight to her detention.142 Carlos spent at least nine 

months in isolation, including the two and a half months prior to her suicide.143  
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At Berks, one of three family detention facilities in the US, there have been complaints 

about inadequate medical care for children. One complaint involved a three year old who 

was vomiting blood for four days before being 

taken to the hospital.144 A six year old with a 

severe dental condition was also denied care 

and later sent to the emergency room from 

resulting complications.145 Two children 

recounted how distressed they were to witness 

a child collapse and stop breathing while staff 

members ignored the emergency.146 Experts 

agree that detention of children in and of itself 

negatively affects the health of children (Figure 

12).147 While Pennsylvania has revoked Berks’ license to operate as a facility for children, 

Berks can still operate because the issue is currently tied up in litigation between the 

county and the Pennsylvania Department of Human Services.148 

Finally, immigrants have alleged other civil rights violations against jails in Pennsylvania. 

In 2017, a female immigrant at York, surnamed Santos, filed a federal civil rights 

complaint with the Office of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties of the Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) along with 26 other alleged victims “for the unbridled sexual 

abuse/harassment they endured in immigration detention centers across the country.”149 

Santos alleges that an immigration official told her “she would be sexually assaulted ‘one-

on-one’ as he escorted her [to York].”150 After she filed a sexual harassment complaint, 

the prison placed her in solitary confinement in retaliation.151 While DHS receives 

numerous complaints of sexual assault, 98% of those complaints are “deemed . . . 

unsubstantiated or referred back to the agency accused of abuse with no follow-up.”152  

In 2015, one mother was subjected to repeated sexual assault by a guard in Berks.153 

Berks’ response was to issue a dress code for women and children.154 An inspection 

report of York from 2014 also reported that there were eleven allegations of sexual 

assault, and in one case, York took more than 24 hours to report the allegation to ICE.155 

ICE’s corrective action plan in 2016 for Pike required that it remedy its process for routine 

strip searches during the admissions process.156 ICE’s review of the annual ERO 

inspection report at Pike also revealed 11 use of force incidents; 3 ICE detainees who 

went on hunger strike; and 7 sexual assault allegations.157 

Despite the findings and allegations of human rights and civil rights abuses of immigrants 

detained in Pennsylvania county jails, none of the inspection reports we reviewed gave 

deficient ratings after 2009.158 The standards for passing inspection are notoriously 

low.159 In March 2018, Tara Tidwell Cullen of the National Immigrant Justice Center noted: 

“[every] ‘authorized’ ICE facility has passed every inspection since 2012, even those 

where…people have died [due to] medical neglect.”160 In 2018, DHS itself, through its 

own Office of the Inspector General, wrote that ICE’s inspections and onsite monitoring 

Figure 12. Detention of Children. 
 
Medical professionals who have 
met with detained families at 
Berks have stated that detention 
inherently threatens the mental 
well-being of children, re-
traumatizing them and creating 
feelings of hopelessness. 
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not only failed to “ensure consistent compliance with detention standards” but also did not 

“promote comprehensive deficiency corrections.”161 
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LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENTS AND ICE  
 
Collaboration between Pennsylvania’s local police departments and ICE is primarily ad 

hoc. Most agencies have no formal policy whatsoever relating to immigration inquiries 

during routine police activities or collaboration with ICE. ICE is actively capitalizing on this 

landscape by courting and promoting cooperation with local law enforcement officials to 

assist in enforcing civil immigration laws. As a result, a local police department’s conduct 

towards immigrants is often subject to an individual officer’s discretion. 

The case-by-case nature of informal collaboration in Pennsylvania means that 

communities are unclear on what they can expect from their local law enforcement. Fear 

of ICE involvement in local policing exacerbates the already-existing divide between 

communities and the police.162 Communities, therefore, become less safe as police are 

perceived as enforcers of immigration law so that immigrants and their family members 

are reluctant to report crimes.163 By contrast, encouraging departments to proactively limit 

or prohibit their officers from policing immigration or communicating with ICE is one 

mechanism for creating accountability and safer communities (Figure 14).164  

 

A Lack of Policies Enables Ad Hoc Collaboration 

The majority of local police departments we examined lack formal policies relating to 

immigrants and ICE. Since local cooperation with ICE is essentially unregulated, 

individual police officers are free to cooperate with ICE. As a result, local communities 

are left confused about what actions by police toward immigrants are permissible.  

We asked 18 police departments for their written policies relating to ICE cooperation and 

policing immigration (Appendix, Exhibit C). Eleven departments explicitly told us that no 

such policies exist in response to our request.165 Among those who did provide 

responsive documents of some kind, only four provided formal written policies,166 and 

only one of those was specific to immigrants and ICE.167  

Our follow-up phone conversations generally confirmed that formal policies or practices 

about ICE cooperation simply do not exist. Indeed, several departments simply indicated 

that they would assist ICE in enforcing its warrants just as they would any other federal, 

state, or local law enforcement agency serving a warrant in their jurisdiction.168 This 

approach, however, ignores the fact that ICE warrants are fundamentally different from 

warrants issued by the criminal justice system.169 Unlike a standard arrest warrant in the 

criminal context, ICE issues its own administrative warrants for civil immigration violations 

that need not be reviewed by a judicial officer or require probable cause.170 The conflation 

of the two different kinds of warrants highlights the subtle but powerful impact of not 

having formal policies defining an agency’s collaboration with ICE. Agencies may default 
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to support to ICE warrants simply because such assistance is considered standard 

practice.171  

Likewise, most departments we examined lacked written policies on policing immigration. 

Only one agency, Castle Shannon’s Police Department, had a policy, which actually 

authorizes local police to detain a person if they have reasonable suspicion that the 

person entered the county “in violation of a federal criminal law.”172 While police can only 

detain for a criminal (not a civil) immigration violation, officers are instructed to ascertain 

which type of violation it is by contacting ICE directly.173  

Several police departments in Allegheny County produced a letter, from the County’s 

District Attorney Stephen Zappala, Jr., reminding them that “Pennsylvania law 

enforcement officers are not permitted to independently enforce federal immigration 

law.”174 In the letter sent to the heads of local police departments, he explains that an ICE 

administrative warrant is not a legal basis for detaining or arresting a person.175 It also 

notes that police officers may not legally extend the length of a stop for immigration inquiry 

purposes alone.176 The District Attorney, however, has no direct oversight over the many 

local police departments in the boroughs and townships of Allegheny County.177 Further, 

we received no written records from police departments reflecting changed practices or 

policies recognizing these legal limitations of cooperating with ICE.  

The absence of a policy defining a department’s 

approach to cooperation with ICE and policing of 

immigration, therefore, provides the opportunity for 

individual officers to act individually based on 

personal motivations (Figure 13).178 Such 

opportunities can lead to instances of racial profiling, 

discrimination, and harassment.179 Two departments 

we spoke to claimed that if ICE were to call them, they 

would gladly provide any support the ICE agents 

needed.180 Another police official described 

circumventing its nearby county jail, which has a “sanctuary” policy to refuse ICE 

detainers, by sending immigrants to another county jail that cooperates with ICE.181 The 

lack of formal policies shifts discretion to individual officers who may have personal 

relationships with ICE.  

The Pennsylvania State Police has recently issued a policy where it prohibits its officers 

from questioning or detaining individuals solely based on their immigration status or acting 

on an ICE administrative warrant for civil immigration violations.182 This policy, however, 

does not prohibit state police from contacting ICE.183 Yet a small but growing number of 

police departments nationwide are adopting policies that limit or prohibit police from 

cooperating with ICE or policing immigration (Figure 14).184 Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

Figure 13. Statement by 
Local Police Official in 
Western Pennsylvania. 
 
“If we want to ask 
immigration status, we can. 
My personal opinion is, if 
you’re breaking the law, 
you’re breaking the law.” 
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for example, has a policy that prohibits 

municipal resources from being used “to 

identify individuals’ immigration status or 

apprehend persons on the sole basis of 

immigration, unless otherwise required 

by law to do so.”185 New Orleans 

prohibits police officers from agreeing to 

requests from ICE to “support or assist in 

immigration enforcement operations.”186 

For many years, Philadelphia has had a 

policy that explicitly instructs its police 

officers not to inquire into the immigration 

status of any individual.187 The rationale 

behind such policies is that if police 

willingly participate in enforcing the 

federal immigration laws, it will hurt their 

ability to investigate and solve serious 

crimes in local communities.188  

 

ICE Capitalizes on an Open Field   

Given their lack of policies pertaining to local immigration enforcement or collaboration 

with ICE, local police departments are prime targets for ICE “advertising.” ICE is 

proactively seeking the assistance of local departments in its enforcement operations. As 

a result, there are many opportunities for interested departments to collaborate with ICE, 

both formally and informally.  

 

ICE Promotes Formal Collaboration with 287(g) 

The formal method for ICE to capitalize on local law enforcement is to enlist agencies in 

the 287(g) program. ICE advertises the program to local jails and police departments with 

the goal of deputizing local officers as on-the-ground immigration agents.  

The federal government cannot legally compel state and local governments to enforce 

national immigration law.189 However, interested state and local governments can 

voluntarily participate in the 287(g) program through an MOA.190 As part of the MOA, the 

local department delegates one or more of its officers to receive specialized federal 

immigration training and become authorized to enforce immigration within the local 

jurisdiction.191  

In early 2017, ICE reached out to law enforcement agencies across the state to promote 

the program and gauge interest.192 As noted in Part I, while some of the focus was aimed 

Figure 14. Sample Policies to Minimize 
Cooperation with ICE. 
 

 Prohibit using police resources to 
enforce civil immigration law. 

 Prohibit police from acting based on an 
ICE administrative warrant (not signed 
by a judicial officer). 

 Limit joint operations with ICE. 

 Prohibit police from inquiring into 
immigration status. 

 Prohibit initiating contact with individuals 
based on a suspicion about immigration 
status. 

 Limit the disclosure of immigration or 
citizenship status except when required 
by law. 
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at county jails, there was also substantial 

correspondence with police departments.193 

Earlier this year, several police departments in 

Pennsylvania expressed enthusiasm for the 

program and were in contact with ICE to learn 

more.194 At least within the sample of 

departments we contacted, there has not been 

further movement on signing these agreements 

nor did there appear to be any further advertising 

since that original email chain.  

At least one police department expressed a lack of interest in following through on 287(g) 

based on the program’s lack of financial incentive.195 There are other local/federal 

contractual programs like 287(g) that involve law enforcement, such as Organized Crime 

Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDETF) with the DOJ and Joint Terrorism Task Forces 

(JTTF) with the FBI.196 Like 287(g), these agreements generally involve deputizing a local 

officer to carry out the duties of a federal agent. The difference, however, is that DOJ and 

FBI may pay more expenses, such as a local officer’s overtime wages or provide a 

percentage of the proceeds any time its deputized officer works on an investigation that 

results in a civil asset forfeiture.197  

Moreover, police departments nationwide have begun to appreciate the impracticality and 

outright disadvantages to participating in 287(g).198 Local governments that have 

terminated 287(g) agreements have cited financial difficulties as well as public safety 

implications.199  

 

ICE Courts Informal Collaboration  

While 287(g) has ultimately gained little traction in Pennsylvania thus far, ICE has also 

courted police departments in other ways. Even in the absence of a legal contract, ICE 

agents advertise themselves to local police as helpful resources and ask those 

departments to call them whenever necessary. This type of ICE advertising is designed 

to facilitate cooperation between local police and ICE.   

In October 2018, for example, an ICE official emailed the Southwestern Pennsylvania 

Intelligence Network (SPIN), which is comprised of local law enforcement officers and 

criminal justice agencies.200 The ICE official described his email as a “sales pitch” about 

something other than 287(g).201 The goal of the email was to encourage active 

cooperation between local police and ICE, and to offer himself as a resource.202 ICE has 

been using police chiefs’ associations as a venue for this type of advertising.203  

In particular, the agent describes in detail what that informal collaboration might look like. 

Local police are asked to forward demographic and identifying information directly to ICE 

Figure 15. Statement by ICE 
Official to SPIN. 
 
“I [have been] ultimately trying to 
get other law enforcement 
agencies to give us a call 
anytime they have an encounter 
with someone where there is a 
possible nexus with 
immigration.” 
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after any encounter with an immigrant (Figure 15).204 Further, local police are encouraged 

to call an individual ICE agent directly during the stop itself.205 By offering language 

services, ICE explains that it can conduct a field interview directly with the detained 

individual and obtain relevant information for immigration and deportation purposes.206 

This particular ICE official claims that ICE is increasing “efforts to identify, locate, and 

arrest those that have not yet wound up in the spot light” and believes “that’s where local 

law enforcement comes in.”207  

ICE also encourages collaboration between local police and ICE by inserting its 

administrative warrants in the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) database run by 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).208 When an officer stops an individual, the 

officer typically enters that person’s identifying information into a National Crime 

Information Center (NCIC) database.209 They may discover an administrative warrant by 

ICE based on civil immigration records during the course of a routine stop.210 The 

database program typically lists a general 1-800 number for ICE that a local officer 

viewing an administrative warrant can call for more information.211 Police officials reported 

to us that they would assist in detaining an immigrant or contact ICE based on a positive 

hit in NCIC.212 ICE’s Enforcement and Removal Operations Manual instructs officials to 

enter non-criminal administrative warrants, which need not be reviewed by a judicial 

officer, into the NCIC database.213 At least one study, however, found that 42% of NCIC 

immigration hits were false positives.214 

ICE’s efforts to court informal collaboration result in communication between individual 

police officers and ICE agents on an ad hoc basis. Our efforts to obtain written records of 

such communications between police departments and ICE agents turned up very few 

documents. Only a handful of departments had written records in which they had logged 

contact with ICE.215 Otherwise we received no written records of such communications. 

Knowing an ICE agent personally facilitates a local 

officer’s ability to communicate with the federal 

agency (Figure 16).216 When speaking to police 

departments, we found that some had relationships 

with ICE. Local officers in one department we spoke 

to described how the department has the name and 

contact information of an individual ICE agent.217 

Any time an officer “picks up someone who isn’t 

documented,” that officer can place a direct phone 

call to a known ICE agent.218 This practice is in 

contrast with the practice many years ago when 

officers in this same department would only call ICE’s general information line.219 Another 

police official explained that he used to have the name and number of an agent at ICE 

back when he was on active duty, but since moving into management no longer had this 

up-to-date information.220  

Figure 16. Statement by Local 
Police Official in Eastern 
Pennsylvania. 
 
“It comes down to keeping 
good records, developing good 
relationships… then instead of 
calling the office and getting a 
receptionist who doesn’t really 
care, better just to call the 
[ICE] agent directly.” 
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A police chief we talked to explained that there was no formal protocol for collaborating 

with ICE and that officers would simply exercise their best judgment on whom to contact, 

depending on the circumstances.221 His example, although more than 10 years old from 

his days on patrol, involved calling ICE because he could not communicate with an 

individual due to a language barrier.222 While he could not remember the details of what 

happened, he explained that this scenario might be one in which his department’s officers 

might consider contacting ICE.223  

Since such interagency communication with ICE is informal, it is often untraceable and 

largely protected from public accountability. Given the lack of policies about policing 

immigration, the result is an open field for ICE to build relationships and encourage 

collaboration with local police. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This report outlines how county jails, probation departments, and police departments 

interlock with ICE’s enforcement system in Pennsylvania. This cooperation with the local 

criminal justice system funnels immigrants into ICE detention for deportation from the 

United States.  

County jails and probation departments regularly and systematically collaborate with ICE 

by providing information or actively helping to locate immigrants. Counties also make 

profits from federal contracts for detaining immigrants. These immigrants are being held 

for civil immigration violations during the administrative processing of their case. While 

they are in detention for non-punitive purposes, they can be subject to troubling conditions 

while in ICE detention. Although no police department has arranged for formal 

collaboration with ICE, individual police officers in many townships and boroughs may 

take it upon themselves to question individuals regarding their immigration status and call 

ICE to detain these individuals. ICE officials too have actively sought to forge and 

strengthen relationships with local police in order to funnel more immigrants into ICE 

detention. 

Local communities, however, are recognizing that they can organize and advocate for 

changes at the local level. By providing more systematic information about how 

cooperation occurs between ICE and local criminal justice systems in Pennsylvania, the 

hope is that community based organizations can advocate for reform going forward.  
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APPENDIX – METHODOLOGY 
 

Geographic Narrowing 

Pennsylvania is home to 67 counties and hundreds of municipalities classified as cities, 

townships, and boroughs. We selected a small sample of counties and borough and 

township police departments based on a few factors. First, we investigated counties that 

were actively detaining immigrants for ICE. Second, we focused on counties with the 

highest number of immigrants. Finally, we selected police departments based on our 

conversations with community based organizations.  

 

Right to Know Requests 

We sent out a total of 39 RTK requests to 19 local police departments and 20 county jails. 

A full list of RTK recipients can be found in Exhibit A. In our requests to jails, we asked 

for documents in the two jail-related categories listed above: ICE detention, and ICE 

information-sharing (see Exhibit B for a sample RTK request to a local jail). In our requests 

to police departments, we asked for policies relating to immigration and ICE cooperation 

(see Exhibit C for our standardized RTK request to police departments).  

 

Statements by Officials 

We made follow-up phone calls to 10 police departments. In these calls, we spoke to 

police chiefs, lieutenants, and sergeants. These calls were intended to supplement the 

responses received to our RTK requests. In particular, we attempted to obtain information 

from officials about their department’s written and informal policies and practices. Further, 

we relied on public statements made by officials in various press articles.  

 

Data Obtained by Other Advocacy Organizations 

We relied on FOIA results generously shared with us by three advocacy organizations. In 

particular, we relied throughout the report on information obtained by ILRC obtained from 

their lawsuit against DHS.224 Further, we used American Civil Liberties Union of 

Pennsylvania’s FOIA information about 287(g) cooperation.225 Finally, we used the 

publicly available nationwide data on ICE detention obtained by the National Immigration 

Justice Center.226   
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Exhibit A 

 
Police Departments 
 
Dormont 
Bendersville 
Brentwood 
Castle Shannon 
Chambersburg 
Biglerville 
Fox Chapel 
Gettysburg 
Green Tree 
Hanover 
Harrisburg 
Monroeville 
Moon 
Mount Lebanon 
Mount Oliver 
Ross Township 
Upper Darby 
West Mifflin 
 
County Jails      Counties with ICE Detention 
 
Adams County Prison    Beaver County Jail 
Allegheny County Jail    Berks Family Residential Center 
Bucks County Jail     Cambria County Prison 
Chester County Prison    Clinton County Correctional Facility 
Dauphin County Prison    George W. Hill (Delaware County) 
Franklin County Jail     Erie County Prison 
Lackawanna County Prison   Pike County Correctional Facility 
Lancaster County Prison    York County Prison 
Lehigh County Jail 
Montgomery County Correctional Facility  
Northampton County Prison 
Northumberland County Jail 
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Exhibit B 
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Exhibit C 
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